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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this The Dragons Healer A Paranormal Shifter Romance Royal
Dragons Book 1 by online. You might not require more become old to spend to go to the books inauguration as skillfully as search for them. In
some cases, you likewise reach not discover the broadcast The Dragons Healer A Paranormal Shifter Romance Royal Dragons Book 1 that you
are looking for. It will utterly squander the time.

However below, considering you visit this web page, it will be as a result unquestionably simple to acquire as well as download lead The
Dragons Healer A Paranormal Shifter Romance Royal Dragons Book 1

It will not undertake many mature as we tell before. You can complete it even if play in something else at home and even in your workplace.
suitably easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we give under as well as evaluation The Dragons Healer A Paranormal Shifter
Romance Royal Dragons Book 1 what you considering to read!

When The Snow Flies: A Dragon Shapeshifter
Paranormal Romance Dark Valentine Press
To save her sister from a mysterious and deadly skin
affliction, Healer Natalya Phron offers herself to a
silver Dragon-shifter named Brekkon, whose blood
may be their last hope for cure⋯ Brekkon Liamson
always believed that gambling was his only vice, until

he meets beautiful, golden-haired Natalya. Caught
between old family customs and a burning desire to
claim her for himself, the Dragon-shifter knows he's
playing a dangerous game, but is willing to risk
everything for his new found treasure. Unfortunately,
not all is as it seems, and Brekkon soon learns that
Natalya has been playing some serious games of her
own... This is a steamy dragon-shifter paranormal
romance story with adult situations and language.

My Dragon Mate (Broken Souls 3)
Createspace Independent Pub
When dark elves corrupt the very thing you
are, there’s only one path to redemption.
This is all my fault. The fates sent them to
me in a dream—the twin soul mates and

the dragon man with the pale brown eyes. I
knew they were key to everything. I knew
I’d pay a price for it. What I didn’t see
coming was the flutter in my belly when the
dragon man’s eyes were upon me. He’s
a fine thing, but that’s not
important—rescuing these women from the
feckin’ Elves. That’s important. Not
least because it’s my fault they’re here.
Witches are supposed to be healers.
Matchmakers of dragons. My mother and
her mother before her⋯ we aren’t
supposed to be destroyers. So I’ll undo
what I’ve done, but I tell myself, There’s
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nothing more for you, Alice. Don’t let that
dragon man wreck your head⋯ or all your
carefully laid plans. Alice’s a witch held
hostage. Constantine’s a dragon who gave
up long ago⋯ together they might save
dragonkind, but it could already be too late
for their broken souls. My Dragon Mate is a
steamy dragon shifter romance that’ll heat
up the sheets with love and warm your
heart with dragonfire. KEYWORDS:
shapeshifter romance with sex, dragon
shifter romance, paranormal romance,
shifter romance, new adult romance,
romance ebook, top romance reads, fantasy
romance, paranormal elements, romance
fiction, top ebooks in romance, top ebooks
in paranormal
My Fair Princess Savvy Storytelling, LLC
We set out from Earth to colonize a new
world, but ended up crashing on a planet
full of dragon shifters.These fierce
Drakarian warriors believe in a fated bond.
A glowing mark appears on their chest
when they find their fated one.Prince Llyr
of the Water Clan insists that he knows in
his heart we're meant to be together. The
only problem is, his chest doesn't have the
mark and I worry he might be wrong.Llyr is
everything I could ever want, but how can I

give him my heart when he might end up
fated to another?
The Psychology of Paranormal
Belief Sheri Dwyer
A supernatural healer
threatened by a deadly
stalker. A sexy bodyguard she
can't resist. And his secret
that will shatter her entire
world. People on the brink of
death come to me for life. I
touch them, and my magic
burns away their sickness. My
gift is exhausting. Painful.
Even dangerous. Which means I
never intentionally touch
anyone--and no one touches
me. So dating? Definitely not
happening. All of that
changes when a cyber stalker
threatens to burn me at the
stake. I reluctantly hire a
bodyguard, a six-foot-three
mountain of temptation named
Logan Smith, literally at my
fingertips at all times.
Every fiber of my twenty-one-
year-old virgin body vibrates

for him, but when I
accidentally touch him, my
gift doesn't activate.
Nothing happens except a zing
of desire. This is bad. My
mother told me about
potential mates, but I'm
Logan's employer. And come
on, just look at him. Those
broad shoulders and that firm
backside...he's got to have a
girlfriend back home. But
when the stalker crosses a
line, Logan reveals a side of
himself he kept hidden. He's
not who he claimed to be. And
his secret not only shatters
my entire world but threatens
everything I once believed. *
*****************************
*****************************
******* Magic in Light is
book one in a coming-of-age
paranormal shifter romance
series by USA TODAY
bestselling author Krista
Street. This series is
perfect for fans of K.F.
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Breene, Jeaniene Frost,
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Faith
Hunter, Ilona Andrews, Lexi
C. Floss, and Patricia
Briggs. Recommended reading
age is 18+. Book 1 - Magic in
Light Book 2 - Power in
Darkness Book 3 - Dragons in
Fire Book 4 - Angel in Embers
*****************************
*****************************
******** Scroll up and order
now! ************************
*****************************
*************

Windy City Dragon KR Press, LLC
Wolf Shifter and Supernatural
Enforcement Bureau operative,
Serge, has finally located the
remote cavern in the Rockies that
holds a Dragon prisoner. Exhausted
and cold he knows time is of the
essence if they want to save it
before it succumbs to the cruelty
it’s been subjected to whilst held
captive. Vampire Ronan and his
new love, the beautiful Dragon
Starr, rush to implement a rescue

party and Ronan calls on his Sire,
Josef, for help. After all, with Josef
comes a very powerful Witch and a
deadly Wolf. With dark magic in the
mix he knows he will need Josef’s
mate, Peri’s power if they’re to
have even a ghost of a chance at
success. Their plans seem to fall
apart as they uncover a plot so
mind-blowing that Ronan’s ‘boss’
aka the President of the United
States, wants to send in the troops.
Barely averting that disaster, he
realizes the entire load now rests
upon his shoulders. Can he pull off a
massive operation, covering the
entire United States and beyond?
Can Starr withstand a deadly blast
of dark magic power? Read A K
Michaels’ Supernatural
Enforcement Bureau, The
Imprisoned Dragon and The Witch,
to find out…do they live or die on
this death-defying mission that will
leave some members on their
knees, howling with pain while
others scream to the Goddess with
anger and fury. A paranormal

romance that’s filled with tense
scenes and fast action, thrills and
enough suspense to keep you
hooked until the last page.
The Healer Raven Happy Hour
A dragon prince. A vampire heiress. A
kiss that could bring Chicago to its knees.
For decades he's posed as a human... It's
been a long time since Tobias spread his
wings. The exiled dragon prince has
worked hard to blend into the human
world and practice his love for healing as
a pediatric cardiologist. She awakens the
dragon within... As a vampire-human
hybrid, Sabrina is used to being different
from the rest of her community. But all
vampires need to feed. The night she
chooses Tobias as her next meal,
everything changes. He's far more than
he seems, and if she doesn't protect his
secret, it could cost him his life. Can love
remind him of who he truly is? One kiss
thrusts Tobias into the dark underground
world of Chicago's vampires where his
dragon nature is his only hope of
protecting Sabrina. But Sabrina knows
the only way to keep him safe is to push
him away. ����� "Windy City Dragon
starts off with a bang and continues to
get more and more exciting on every
page. This book is a nonstop ride of
action, suspense and romance and the
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growing world of this series is something
that is definitely shaping up to be epic." -
Red Hatter Book Blog * * * Topics: dragon
shifter romance, paranormal romance
dragons, paranormal romance witches,
paranormal romance shifters, medical
romance, romance saga, romantic
suspense, series starter, first in series,
romance series, romance saga, romantic
family saga, new release, shapeshifter
romance with sex, Chicago, vampire
romance, paranormal romance, shifter
romance, dragon shifter romance series,
romance ebook, romance series, top
romance reads, bestselling, fantasy
romance, paranormal elements,
contemporary fantasy, urban fantasy,
HEA, Genevieve Jack, Genevieve Jack
Dragons, Witches, Magic, Love, strong
heroine, alpha hero, family, steamy
romance, emotional romance, new adult
paranormal romance, forbidden romance,
romance fiction, top ebooks in romance,
top ebooks in paranormal, romance books,
romance, award winning romance, USA
Today bestseller, Paranormal Romance
Series. Perfect for fans of Alisa Woods,
Christine Feehan, Jessie Donovan, M.
Flynn, Mac Flynn, Thea Harrison, Gena
Callahan, Milly Weaver, J.K. Harper, Anna
Craig, Michelle M. Pillow, Mandy M. Roth,
JR Ward, Kresley Cole, Ilona andrews,
Jayne faith, Renee Rose, Vanessa Vale,

Brenda K Davies, Layla Nash, Sherilee
Gray, Abigail Owen, Donna Grant, Terry
Bolryder, T. S. Joyce, Zoe Chant,
Charlene Hartnady, Eve Langlais,
Evangeline Anderson, Milly Taiden,
Alexandra Ivy

Dragonslayer, Dragon Heart A
Dragon's Healing
[Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove:
Alternative Contemporary Fantasy
Paranormal Romance, MM, shape-
shifter, HEA] Miles was never a tough
guy, and when the dragons attacked
his coven, he did everything he could
to protect the kids under his care.
Until the meanest looking dragon
kidnaps him right out of his coven.
Miles is so terrified he can't even
bring himself to cast a simple spell.
But part of him knows Renford won't
drop him, because this is his mate.
Renford has been cast out of his clan.
His most trusted ally mated with the
enemy, and he, admittedly, went a
little crazy. The attack on Miles'
coven might be pinned on him, but he
couldn't leave the other man there to
be killed. He hates warlocks, but he
cannot ignore the pull between him
and Miles. He wants his mate. He

wants to protect him. But when Miles
finds out what Renford is guilty of, he
can't blame the other man for wanting
to leave. Marcy Jacks is a Siren-
exclusive author.
Healing Hands Mina Carter
What’s better than a knight sweeping you
off your feet? Two knights. Silla is a
healer riding circuit on the border,
helping those in need. When she hears
the pained cries of a dragon in distress,
she comes to his aid, using most of her
precious supplies to help the badly
injured creature. The dragon’s knight,
Brodie, is fascinated by the woman—the
miracle worker—who has come to help his
friend. She is both beautiful and kind
hearted and he quickly realizes she is his
destined mate. And if she is Brodie’s
mate, she is Geoff’s as well, for Brodie’s
dragon was mated to Geoff’s dragon
many years ago. Geoff doesn’t believe in
the tales of love at first sight among
knights, but he knows that when either he
or Brodie finds a wife, they will share
her. Hearing about the dragon’s injury,
Geoff and his dragon race to help, only to
find the dragon on the mend and Brodie in
bed with the most stunning woman Geoff
has ever seen. Love at first sight turns
out to be real and it strikes them as they
come together and realize that no matter
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what the obstacles, they are meant to be
together. Silla is the missing link that will
join their lives and make them a true Lair
family—if they can just convince her. Note:
Knights like to get frisky and these two
are no exception. Beware the passion,
playfulness, a bit of bondage and a whole
lot of three-way loving with a tiny bit of
exhibitionism thrown in for good measure.
The Dragon Knights series consists of:
Daughters of the Dragon 1. Maiden Flight
2. Border Lair 3. The Ice Dragon 4.
Prince of Spies The Novellas 5. The
Dragon Healer 6. Master at Arms 7 Wings
of Change Sons of Draconia 8. FireDrake
9. Dragon Storm 10. Keeper of the Flame
11. Hidden Dragons The Sea Captain’s
Daughter Trilogy 12. Sea Dragon 13.
Dragon Fire 14. Dragon Mates 15. The
Captain’s Dragon
Flaming Dragons Box Set (Books 4-6:
Fallen Immortals)—Dragon Shifter
Paranormal Romance Aja James
From NY Times & USA TODAY
bestselling author Mandy M. Roth
Paranormal Shifter Military Special Ops
Romance Ezra's story... He’s locked
away… She’s being hunted… Undercover
special operative and dragon-shifter Ezra
has fallen into enemy hands. He knew
better than to stray from the mission, but
he couldn’t fight his natural need to
protect the innocent. When he senses the

desperate call of his mate, there is no
stopping this wild, fire-breathing alpha
male. He won’t go down without a fight
and he’ll destroy anyone and anything
that stands in his way of happiness and
love. Genre: romance, paranormal, shifter,
military, special ops, vampire, werecat,
werelion, alpha male, werewolf romance,
bad boy hero, humorous romance,
romantic suspense, action and adventure,
shapeshifter, romantic comedy, fantasy,
sci-fi, Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller
& Suspense, Wizards & Witches, Genetic
Engineering, Fae, wererat, werepanther,
weretiger, dragon shifter, dragon,
Hunted by the Dragon Duke Isobelle Cate
When the courts end Dr. Vanessa
Bryant's career, she's contacted by a
secret government facility to work as a
doctor-on another planet. Having no other
option, she agrees. On planet Daeria, she
finds her two escorts are sexier than sin.
She's going to have problems keeping her
hands off them and staying
professional.Madden and Kian, dragon-
shifters from Daeria, have been closer
than brothers all their lives. Sharing one
surrogate is more than ideal to them.
They are overjoyed with the idea of
becoming parents to help repopulate their
planet. The problem is their female isn't
part of the program.Vanessa is there as a
healer, not their surrogate. Plus, not

everyone's happy about her presence. In
fact, they'd kill to have her gone. When
Vanessa disappears, Madden and Kian
learn they need to save more than her life
alone. It's a race against time to convince
her they're her perfect mates and creating
a family isn't impossible.

Dragons' Savior: Paranormal Fantasy
Dragon Romance Alisa Woods
From the author of Veiled Magic and
the Baba Yaga novels comes an
exciting new paranormal romance…
Since Witches came out of the broom
closet in the early twenty-first
century, they have worked alongside
humans as police officers, healers,
stock traders, and more. But they
aren’t the only paranormal entities in
our world… Witch and police officer
Donata Santori is no stranger to
magical mayhem, but lately her life
has been unexpectedly charmed. Her
job as a Ghost Yanker now includes
the occasional paranormal
investigation, and she’s advancing her
magical abilities with the help of an
ancestor’s treasured spell book. And
while both of her former love
interests—reclusive half-Dragon art
forger Peter Casaventi and disgraced
Shapechanger Magnus Torvald—are
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nowhere to be found, she’s not averse
to being wined and dined by wealthy
businessman Anton Eastman. But
Eastman isn’t what he seems, and
what he wants from Donata is far more
than she’s willing to give. When a
mysterious relic, the Pentacle
Pentimento, resurfaces, along with
Peter’s Dragon father and a shocking
Santori family secret, Donata must
fight to save herself, her friends, and
just maybe the fate of the world from
a magic as old as it is dangerous…
Includes an exclusive preview of the
next Broken Rider novel, Dangerously
Divine Praise for the novels of
Deborah Blake “An engaging world full
of thoughtful, clever details and a
charmingly dangerous heroine.”—Dear
Author “Paranormal romance at its
best.”—Alex Bledsoe, author of the
Eddie LaCrosse novels “Witchy and
wild, this book has everything I'm
looking for.”—Tanya Huff, author of
Peacemaker “An addicting plot...kept
me glued to the page. I never had so
much fun losing sleep!”—Maria V.
Snyder, bestselling author of Shadow
Study

Alpha Deceived Penguin

A Dragon's Healing Heart [Siren
Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic
Alternative Contemporary Fantasy
Paranormal Romance, shape-shifter,
M/M, HEA] Storm is a dragon
warrior. He fights and kills warlocks
to protect shifters from the Dog
Catchers. His new mate is older and
recently lost his previous mate to
the cruelty of the Dog Catchers.
David wants Storm more than
anything in the world, but his guilt
won't allow it, and it's torturing
them both. Storm wants to take
David for himself, but he can't. Not
when David is forcing himself to let
the mating heat take him. Storm can
be patient when he needs to be.
He's a grown man and he can prove
to his mate that he's worthy of him,
that David is safe, and that nothing
will happen to the rest of his family.
When it's revealed there is
someone in the dragon clan who
might have had a hand in David's
suffering, Storm will have to use all
of his love and patience to keep his
mate from doing something he will

regret. The Dragon Takes What's
His [Siren Everlasting Classic
ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Contemporary Fantasy Paranormal
Romance, shape-shifter, M/M, HEA]
Blaze loves a good fight. A dragon
warrior of fire, he carries the flame
tattoo beneath his eye with pride.
He also is a lover of women and
men, and spends his time with them
accordingly. However, several
months back, he met someone,
someone amazing and fun and they
spent the night together. Before a
spell was cast on him to make him
forget all about it. Now his mate has
returned, a light casting warlock,
heavily pregnant with a dragon
child, and in hiding from his coven.
Blaze doesn't know what to think of
this. He remembers nothing of
Zack, not kissing him, and certainly
not making love to him. And yet, he
can't believe how good the man
smells, and Zack is definitely
pregnant. And he smells so good it's
unbelievable. Blaze wants to take
Zack into his arms and kiss every
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inch of his body, but can he trust the
warlock who betrayed him?
Through the Looking Pool: Dragon Sin
#3 (Dragon Shifter Romance) Real
Men Romance™
It's not every day a fated mate bond
causes griesha.Crysta's companions
may have the scrolls, but their
troubles are far from over. Everyone
apparated to the Unseelie
palace...everyone except Crysta.
Jareth fears his fated mate may never
make it out of the Seelie palace
alive.He's got one shot to save the
love of his life, and he has a royal Hag
and a fearless Fae assassin to help
him get Crysta back.But rescuing his
fated mate is just one problem in an
overwhelming lineup of massive
problems this diverse group of
paranormal misfits must overcome.
Terise is still cursed and fading
fast.Crysta suffers from the
bloodletting wound, is still linked to
Terise through Kheelan, and is
covered in red spots.Jareth may lose
his bond with
Crysta...permanently.Moridan thinks
mind control is an entertaining
medium for wiping out the

opposition.And the dang
scrolls?USELESS.Zero information can
be found as to the stone and diadem's
location. Crysta and Jareth have less
than four days to unlock the scrolls'
secrets, find the magical relics, and
retrieve them before she and Terise
succumb to griesha.And they're just
barely figuring out who their real
enemies are.From full-sized Dragons,
to supernatural sea creatures, to
murderous Mermaids, and
warmongering Goblins, this group of
paranormal misfits have their hands
full."The story avoids the stereotypical
fairytale plot line, and once Crysta
finds her fairy prince, all is not happily
ever after, as the plot to assassinate
Crysta is just the tip of the iceberg in
a complicated, long played, and
sinister plan created by unseen forces.
Fans of fantasy, YA, fairies/fey, and
clean romance will love this series!"
Jennifer Earl, Amazon
Reviewer"Sometimes you find the
perfect fantasy world and you want to
crawl inside of it and live there.
Surrounded by magic, mystery, and
psychological messes. This is by far
one of the most intriguing,

breathtakingly haunting worlds I've
ever come across. I love it!!" - Kallie,
Amazon ReviewerParanormal Misfits:
Allies Of The Fae RealmMy Fair
Assassin(Free)My Fair TraitorMy Fair
ImpostorMy Fair InvaderMy Fair
Princess-August 31st 2019My Fair
Queen - Spring 2020Grab Paranormal
Misfits Boxset and save $3 on the
series.The Healer SeriesThe
Healer(Free)The Black BlossomThe
Grass Cutter SwordThe ProphecyGrab
The Healer Series: The Complete Box
Set and Save $3 on the entire series.

Pure Healing Purple Fall Publishing
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Fantasy Paranormal Romance,
HEA] Remunada Summers is a
simple healer in a small backwater
town leading a quiet life. Until the
day the King's guard drag her from
her home and across the continent
by "request" of the King to help
Prince Anaxandros Minos. Upon
arriving at the castle, she faces not
only a dragon, but the shocking
secrets the Royal Houses have kept
hidden for centuries. What can a
simple healer do to help the mighty
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Royal House of Minos? More than
you'd expect, since the royals aren't
the only ones with secrets... Prince
Anaxandros "Xan" Minos is in need
of help, but only his True One can
help him. After his dragon rejects
several royal women presented to
him as possible mates, he fears for
the safety of the entire kingdom if
he cannot find his True One in time.
Then she arrives, a Healer,
outspoken in defense of others, her
scent driving his dragon to
distraction while her overly large
curves tempt the man beyond
reason. Forced to deal not only with
his problems--trying to convince
Remi she is his True One and that
they need to mate as quickly as
possible--Xan must also address the
enemies of the crown who move
against his family. He may be First
Born and Heir, but how much can a
poor princely dragon juggle? ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
His Burning Heart - Real Men
Romance™ (Paranormal Dragon
Shifter Romance) Dragon Realm Press

We left Earth on the colonization ships
and ended up crashing on a strange
new world full of dragon shifters. Now
that we’re here, I’m trying to find my
place. I was one of the ship’s doctors
and now I’m studying to be a Healer.
When disaster strikes, members of the
Earth Clan Healers are called upon to
help. Little did I know their Prince
would be among them. As soon as we
meet, he claims I am his fated one—his
Linaya. But we barely know each other
and I’m afraid to rush into something
so soon. But the more time we spend
together, I find myself drawn to Kaj. I
trust him with my life, but can I trust
him with my heart? Author’s Note:
Each book in the Elemental Dragon
Warriors series can be read as a
standalone romance, but it is
recommended to read them in order to
enhance the reading experience.
Written by USA Today bestselling
authors, Aria Winter and Jade Waltz !

Her Valiant Dragon: A BBW
Interracial Paranormal Romance
John Wiley & Sons
Anna never dreamed her spiritual
journey would capture the attention
of dragons. After a tragic accident

tears her entire family from her,
Anna is pretty much a recluse with
little care for the things she once
loved. Her one vice, something to
help her deal with the pain of loss
and aid in her spiritual journey to
healing, takes her to a labyrinth
where she can be alone, walk in a
snow globe world and escape the
real one. She thinks the worst that
could happen while she's out alone
in the middle of the night in a New
York state park, is to be kidnapped
and killed by a stranger. A human
stranger. How could she know her
meditation would conjure dragons?
Her world is suddenly flipped
upside down as she is taken to an
abandoned house, spirited to an
unimaginable realm, and thrust into
death-defying dragon battles, all
while falling for a snow-white
dragon who is apparently her knight
in scaly armor. The kicker? It
seems Grael is also her fated mate
and the way to heal the scars of her
past. Who knew she'd be living in a
real-time beauty and the beast tale?
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Rescued by the Water Dragon
Prince Hard Candies Publishing
Paranormal Security and
Intelligence Ops Shadow Agents:
Part of the Immortal Ops World
Paranormal Shifter Military Special
Ops Romance. Paranormal Security
and Intelligence Operative and
Shadow Agent Gram Campbell is
not having a great year. So far this
alpha-male wolf-shifter has had his
heart and his body broken. Now his
friends have staged their version of
an intervention, sending him off to
spend time in a luxury retreat and
spa that caters to supernaturals.
But this tranquil oasis is more than
it appears to be. In it lurks a dark
secret. One that threatens to
destroy Gram and his destined
mate. Is he beyond repair, or will
his fated mate bring much needed
healing to the man and the wolf
within? And can they survive a
madman and his vision for the
future? Genre: romance,
paranormal, shifter, military,
special ops, vampire, werecat,

werelion, alpha male, werewolf
romance, bad boy hero, humorous
romance, romantic suspense, action
and adventure, shapeshifter,
romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi,
Science Fiction & Fantasy, Thriller
& Suspense, Wizards & Witches,
Genetic Engineering, Fae, wererat,
werepanther, weretiger, dragon
shifter, dragon,
A Dragon's Healing Heart [Fury 5] Raven
Happy Hour
*** 2018 Reader's Favorite Finalist ***
Enter the world of Pure Ones, a race of
immortal, supernaturally powerful beings
who protect humankind, where sexual
intercourse with anyone other than one’s
Eternal Mate leads to a slow, painful
death within thirty days. The Healer of
the race, Rain, is the only exception to
this rule. To harness and accumulate
enough energy to heal severe wounds,
especially as the war between her people
and the vampire hordes accelerates, she
must take a Consort once every ten
years and draw strength from his blood
and body. But as the war wears on, few
Pure-males who are strong enough to
serve as her Consort remain. Valerius,
Protector of the race, is the strongest
candidate. Despite their instant attraction

ten years ago when they first met,
Valerius has staunchly avoided applying
to be the Healer’s Consort. The brutality
and violence he suffered as a Roman sex
slave in his human life ate away at his
soul, leaving a dark abyss of torment and
self-doubt. Now, as Rain’s strength drains
with every healing act, Valerius cannot
escape the fact that he may be the only
one who can save her, and in so doing,
afford his people greater hope for the
future as battles intensify. Will Rain and
Valerius find their way to each other as
the struggles between good and evil
evolve? *** Trigger Warning * Sexual
Abuse. ***

Vital Healing Purple Fall Publishing
A spellbinding new novel from the
author of the Baba Yaga novels.
Since Witches came out of the
broom-closet in the early 21st
century, they have worked
alongside humans as police officers,
healers, stock traders, and more.
But they aren’t the only paranormal
entities in our world... Police officer
and Witch Donata Santori spends
her days interrogating dead
witnesses by summoning their
spectral forms. Normally the job is
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little more than taking statements
and filing reports. But when she’s
called in on the case of a murdered
art restorer, she finds herself
suddenly in possession of a
mystical portrait that both the
human and paranormal communities
would kill to get their hands on.
Unable to take on the forces hunting
her alone, Donata seeks help from
two unlikely and attractive allies: a
reluctant shape-changer and a half-
dragon art forger. But as the three
of them hurry to uncover the truth
about the powerful painting, Donata
realizes that she’s caught in the
middle of not one but two wars—one
for possession of the painting’s
secrets and one for possession of
her heart... Includes an exclusive
preview of the next Baba Yaga
novel, Wickedly Powerful. Praise
for Deborah Blake and her novels
“Paranormal romance at its
best.”—Alex Bledsoe, author of Long
Black Curl “Wonderfully
imaginative.”—Harlequin Junkie
“Fast-paced and addicting.”—Fresh

Fiction
The Dragon Healer Nightflame
Dragons
LEONIDAS: I am a Dragon Prince of
the House of Smoke… and I am
cursed. Falling in love was never in
the cards for me. An angry witch
made sure of that—if I lose my heart, I
lose my life. Only now, a treaty
guaranteeing peace will die with me,
unless I convince some hapless human
to fall in love with me and bear my
child—a dragonling born of magic and a
Love that’s True. But I know nothing
of love. Five hundred years of
guarding my heart and opening my
bed mean I’ve got zero chance at this.
Yet if I fail, it won’t just be my
death… but countless others.
ROSALYN: My luck has never been
good. Being a witch who can’t do
magic sucks on most days—it’s even
worse when your mother’s cancer
can’t be cured. But I’ll do whatever it
takes to turn our luck around,
including stealing magic healing blood
from a shifter. Besides, they owe
me—a hot-as-sin shifter seduced my
mother, got us thrown out of the
coven, and ruined my life. One of them

can bleed a little to make things right.
And a dragon prince with his wacky
Mating Game and blood ten times more
powerful? The perfect mark. My luck
might just be turning good after all. He
needs her to love him without losing
his heart; she wants nothing to do with
his kind; and the fate of the mortal and
immortal worlds depends on them not
just opening their hearts, but surviving
a Love that’s True… The FALLEN
IMMORTALS series is a modern
Beauty and the Beast story with
flaming HOT dragon shifters, vengeful
Dark Fae, and beguiling fallen angels.
FLAMING DRAGONS BOX SET
CONTAINS Books 4-6 (Chosen by a
Dragon, Seduced by a Dragon, and
Touched by a Dragon). Sizzling
Dragons Box Set (Books 1-3) for the
beginning of the series. THE FALLEN
IMMORTALS SERIES Lucian and
Arabella Kiss of a Dragon (Fallen
Immortals 1) Heart of a Dragon
(Fallen Immortals 2) Fire of a Dragon
(Fallen Immortals 3) Leonidas and
Rosalyn Chosen by a Dragon (Fallen
Immortals 4) Seduced by a Dragon
(Fallen Immortals 5) Touched by a
Dragon (Fallen Immortals 6)
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Leksander and Erelah Loved by a
Dragon (Fallen Immortals 7) Marked
by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 8)
Claimed by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals
9) Of Bards and Witches (Fallen
Immortals 10): Leonidas’s Story
KEYWORDS: shapeshifter romance
with sex, fairy tale romance, Beauty
and the Beast, dragon shifter romance,
paranormal romance, shifter romance,
new adult romance, romance ebook,
top romance reads, fantasy romance,
paranormal elements, romance fiction,
top ebooks in romance, top ebooks in
paranormal, romance books, romance
box set
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